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Previous theories studied the impact of Tobin's Q，cash flow etc. on investment. This 
thesis manages to test whether the financial structure has an impact on investment on the 
basis of existing investment theories. To reach the aim, the essay surveys the reasons why 
debt financing and ownership structure respectively gives rise to investment behaviour 
and each expression, but also interprets the different governance functions. In the 
following chapter, based on 939 listed companies' data, the essay researches on the 
relevance of ownership structure and debt financing to investment after controlling the 
variables that influence a firm's investment such as Tobin's Q, sales income and cash 
flow. 
The empirical study is divided into two parts. The first part exams the impact of 
ownership structure on the investment. The thesis defines ownership structure 
qualitatively and quantitatively as ownership character and ownership concentration. First, 
the author regress all the variables including ownership structure. Next, adding 
interaction term of ownership structure and Q, the author determines whether the 
ownership concentration will cause investment distortion according to the coefficient of 
interaction term. Finally, the author divides the ownership character into state controlling 
share and private controlling share, taking ownership character as indicate variable, 
determining the impact of ownership concentration of different ownership character 
through the sign of its multiplying by interaction term. The second part tests the impact of 
debt financing on the investment. First, the author researches on the relationship between 
debt financing and investment. Next, the author observes the governance functions of 
debt financing under different ownership character.  
The author draws the following conclusions: firstly, the relationship between wholly 
ownership concentration and investment behavior is remarkable active. Secondly, with 
the increase of the ownership concentration, the non-market behavior or the extent of 
investment distortion tend to increase. Thirdly, the investment distortion becomes more 
serious in state controlling firms than in private controlling firms. Fourthly, debt 














firms, the governance role of debt financing becomes weaker in state controlling firms. 
This thesis makes a conclusion that reducing the ownership of the state-owned share 
holder in the listed companies, decreasing ownership concentration and optimizing 
ownership structure are good to push the firm’s effective investment. And the 
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